GREAT    TRADE    ROUTE
As against that, large fellows and fine dames who have
jumped blind baggages and rolled their humps in all the
dangerous places of the globe will exclaim: "Swell! . . .
Fine! . - . Great guy, you. . . . Put it there! . . . What
have you?" (Yes, they will have been some months away
from home.) And they will go off into descriptions of the
two-hundred-pound squash they grew in Santa Barbara
and the alligator steak from the saurian they strangled with
their own hands and cooked on top of Popocatepetl.
For producing your own food becomes very soon a passion
once you have entered on it. Over it you will go to great
heroisms, self-sacrifices, mendacities. Every Frenchman and
most English, Dutch, Germans, and Italians feel ashamed
when they are quite out of contact with the earth, and a
good many of them, like me, if they can do nothing more
will grow mustard and cress in their soup-tureens. And I
am inclined to believe that most Americans share that
feeling once they are off Sixth Avenue. After all, are they
not near descendants of kitchen-garden pioneers?
Underneath your hut is the earth; underneath your neigh-
bour's manor-house is the earth; under the sky-scraper that
houses the bosses of your neighbour's bosses is the earth;
under the flagstaff that tops the sky-scraper and displays
Old Glory to the breeze is the earth; underneath the soles
of your nation as of the whole comity of nations on this globe
jg the earth. But you alone supply eggs, sweet corn, egg-
plants, string beans, peppers, chickens, peaches, butter to
your neighbour. Your example may yet save our civilization.
After a few thousand years Great Truths become platitudes.
In the days of Mithras men worshipped the sun; to-day you
are told that if your windows and light-bulbs are of certain
sorts of glass you can do without the light of the sun. This
morning I read in the prospectus of a physical culture tout
that fresh air is dangerous to human beings. . . . And you
believe it ... as we shall one day believe if advertisers
tell us it sufficiently often that we can do without the Bruits
oftheearthu

